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this site is operated by the linux kernel organization inc a
501 c 3 nonprofit corporation with support from the following
sponsors 501 c 3 nonprofit corporation this article documents
the version history of the linux kernel each major version
identified by the first two numbers of a release version is
designated one of the following levels of support supported
till next stable version long term support lts maintained for
a few years the linux kernel is a free and open source 4 unix
like kernel that is used in many computer systems worldwide
the kernel was created by linus torvalds in 1991 and soon
after was adopted as the kernel for the gnu operating system
os which was created to be a free replacement for unix active
kernel releases in releases there are several main categories
into which kernel releases may fall prepatch or rc kernels
are mainline kernel pre releases that are mostly aimed at
other kernel developers and linux enthusiasts they must be
compiled from source and usually contain new features that
must be tested before they can be to find out what version of
the linux kernel is running on your system type the following
command uname srm linux 4 15 0 54 generic x86 64 the output
above shows that the linux kernel is 64 bit and its version
is 4 15 0 54 where 4 kernel version 15 major revision 0 minor
revision 54 patch number fake numa for cpusets 29 6 firmware
support for cpu hotplug under linux x86 64 29 7 configurable
sysfs parameters for the x86 64 machine check code 29 8 using
fs and gs segments in user space applications 29 8 1 common
fs and gs usage 29 x86 64 support 29 1 amd64 specific boot
options 29 1 1 machine check 29 1 2 apics linux kernel
release 6 x kernel org these are the release notes for linux
version 6 read them carefully as they tell you what this is
all about explain how to install the kernel and what to do if
something goes wrong 24 1 11 miscellaneous 24 2 general note
on u efi x86 64 support 24 2 1 mechanics 24 3 memory
management 24 3 1 complete virtual memory map with 4 level
page tables 24 3 2 complete virtual memory map with 5 level
page tables english the linux kernel documentation this is
the top level of the kernel s documentation tree kernel
documentation like the kernel itself is very much a work in
progress that is especially true as we work to integrate our
many scattered documents into a coherent whole step 1
download the source code 1 visit the official kernel website
and download the latest kernel version the downloaded file
contains a compressed source code 2 open the terminal and use
the wget command to download the linux kernel source code
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wget cdn kernel org pub linux kernel v6 x linux 6 0 7 tar xz
ia 64 architecture linux kernel release for the ia 64
platform memory attribute aliasing on ia 64 efi real time
clock driver ipf machine check mc error inject tool light
weight system calls for ia 64 irq affinity on ia64 platforms
an ad hoc collection of notes on ia64 mca and init processing
like all other architectures x86 64 has a kernel stack for
every active thread these thread stacks are thread size 2
page size big these stacks contain useful data as long as a
thread is alive or a zombie while the thread is in user space
the kernel stack is empty except for the thread info
structure at the bottom 6 answers sorted by 15 uname a will
tell you the kernel the end bit tells you the architecture
two examples my mac darwin mac local 9 8 0 darwin kernel
version 9 8 0 wed jul 15 16 55 01 pdt 2009 root xnu 1228 15 4
1 release i386 i386 my dreamhost hosting trying out a newer
kernel than what your linux distribution provides building
the kernel with a different set of configuration options and
or drivers a learner s curiosity this guide will show you how
you can compile the linux kernel yourself with the commands
that you should run why run these commands and explain what
it does decide now on how to load your kernel your own
bootloader grub with separate loader executable grub2 elf64
32 bit bootstrap code or a 64 bit capable bootloader such as
limine or bootboot the main kernel written by jack wallen
jack wallen walks you through two different methods of
installing the latest linux kernel on ubuntu 22 04 image
maximusdn adobe stock linux kernel 6 0 is the linux x86 64
system call reference table this document serves as a
reference to the system calls within the x86 64 linux kernel
x86 64 linux syscall structure instruction syscall return
value arg0 arg1 arg2 arg3 arg4 arg5 syscall rax rax rdi rsi
rdx r r r x86 64 linux syscall table rax system call rdi rsi
rdx r10 r8 r9 0 sys read unsigned int 2 answers sorted by 1
each user space process can use its own 2 47 bytes 128 tib of
virtual address space or more on a system with pml5 support
the available physical ram to back those pages is the total
size of physical ram minus maybe 30 mib or so that the kernel
needs for its own code data the linux kernel has been updated
to version 6 0 and brings new hardware support with it
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the linux kernel archives May 11 2024 this site is operated
by the linux kernel organization inc a 501 c 3 nonprofit
corporation with support from the following sponsors 501 c 3
nonprofit corporation
linux kernel version history wikipedia Apr 10 2024 this
article documents the version history of the linux kernel
each major version identified by the first two numbers of a
release version is designated one of the following levels of
support supported till next stable version long term support
lts maintained for a few years
linux kernel wikipedia Mar 09 2024 the linux kernel is a free
and open source 4 unix like kernel that is used in many
computer systems worldwide the kernel was created by linus
torvalds in 1991 and soon after was adopted as the kernel for
the gnu operating system os which was created to be a free
replacement for unix
active kernel releases the linux kernel archives Feb 08 2024
active kernel releases in releases there are several main
categories into which kernel releases may fall prepatch or rc
kernels are mainline kernel pre releases that are mostly
aimed at other kernel developers and linux enthusiasts they
must be compiled from source and usually contain new features
that must be tested before they can be
how to check the kernel version in linux linuxize Jan 07 2024
to find out what version of the linux kernel is running on
your system type the following command uname srm linux 4 15 0
54 generic x86 64 the output above shows that the linux
kernel is 64 bit and its version is 4 15 0 54 where 4 kernel
version 15 major revision 0 minor revision 54 patch number
29 x86 64 support the linux kernel documentation Dec 06 2023
fake numa for cpusets 29 6 firmware support for cpu hotplug
under linux x86 64 29 7 configurable sysfs parameters for the
x86 64 machine check code 29 8 using fs and gs segments in
user space applications 29 8 1 common fs and gs usage
29 x86 64 support the linux kernel documentation Nov 05 2023
29 x86 64 support 29 1 amd64 specific boot options 29 1 1
machine check 29 1 2 apics
linux kernel release 6 x kernel org the linux Oct 04 2023
linux kernel release 6 x kernel org these are the release
notes for linux version 6 read them carefully as they tell
you what this is all about explain how to install the kernel
and what to do if something goes wrong
24 x86 64 support the linux kernel documentation Sep 03 2023
24 1 11 miscellaneous 24 2 general note on u efi x86 64
support 24 2 1 mechanics 24 3 memory management 24 3 1
complete virtual memory map with 4 level page tables 24 3 2
complete virtual memory map with 5 level page tables
the linux kernel documentation the linux kernel documentation
Aug 02 2023 english the linux kernel documentation this is
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the top level of the kernel s documentation tree kernel
documentation like the kernel itself is very much a work in
progress that is especially true as we work to integrate our
many scattered documents into a coherent whole
how to build linux kernel step by step phoenixnap kb Jul 01
2023 step 1 download the source code 1 visit the official
kernel website and download the latest kernel version the
downloaded file contains a compressed source code 2 open the
terminal and use the wget command to download the linux
kernel source code wget cdn kernel org pub linux kernel v6 x
linux 6 0 7 tar xz
ia 64 architecture the linux kernel documentation May 31 2023
ia 64 architecture linux kernel release for the ia 64
platform memory attribute aliasing on ia 64 efi real time
clock driver ipf machine check mc error inject tool light
weight system calls for ia 64 irq affinity on ia64 platforms
an ad hoc collection of notes on ia64 mca and init processing
6 kernel stacks the linux kernel documentation Apr 29 2023
like all other architectures x86 64 has a kernel stack for
every active thread these thread stacks are thread size 2
page size big these stacks contain useful data as long as a
thread is alive or a zombie while the thread is in user space
the kernel stack is empty except for the thread info
structure at the bottom
64 bit how do i know if my linux kernel is running in 32bit
Mar 29 2023 6 answers sorted by 15 uname a will tell you the
kernel the end bit tells you the architecture two examples my
mac darwin mac local 9 8 0 darwin kernel version 9 8 0 wed
jul 15 16 55 01 pdt 2009 root xnu 1228 15 4 1 release i386
i386 my dreamhost hosting
a guide to compiling the linux kernel all by yourself it s
foss Feb 25 2023 trying out a newer kernel than what your
linux distribution provides building the kernel with a
different set of configuration options and or drivers a
learner s curiosity this guide will show you how you can
compile the linux kernel yourself with the commands that you
should run why run these commands and explain what it does
creating a 64 bit kernel osdev wiki Jan 27 2023 decide now on
how to load your kernel your own bootloader grub with
separate loader executable grub2 elf64 32 bit bootstrap code
or a 64 bit capable bootloader such as limine or bootboot the
main kernel
how to install linux kernel 6 0 on ubuntu 22 04 techrepublic
Dec 26 2022 written by jack wallen jack wallen walks you
through two different methods of installing the latest linux
kernel on ubuntu 22 04 image maximusdn adobe stock linux
kernel 6 0 is the
x86 64 linux syscall reference adam hacks Nov 24 2022 linux
x86 64 system call reference table this document serves as a
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reference to the system calls within the x86 64 linux kernel
x86 64 linux syscall structure instruction syscall return
value arg0 arg1 arg2 arg3 arg4 arg5 syscall rax rax rdi rsi
rdx r r r x86 64 linux syscall table rax system call rdi rsi
rdx r10 r8 r9 0 sys read unsigned int
how much memory does a 64bit linux kernel take up Oct 24 2022
2 answers sorted by 1 each user space process can use its own
2 47 bytes 128 tib of virtual address space or more on a
system with pml5 support the available physical ram to back
those pages is the total size of physical ram minus maybe 30
mib or so that the kernel needs for its own code data
linux hits 6 0 as new kernel is released tom s hardware Sep
22 2022 the linux kernel has been updated to version 6 0 and
brings new hardware support with it
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